Grove Park’s Recommended Book List
Year 3 List B
Rainbow Magic

Daisy Meadows

The Rainbow Magic series of books are written by Daisy Meadows and aimed at young
girls from about age 4 to 7. They are written in groups of 7 and each group follows a
particular theme e.g. Weather Fairies, Party Fairies etc. The series follows two girls
called Rachel and Kirsty who become friends to the fairies of Fairyland.

George Speaks

Dick King-Smith

Here is the story of a baby who begins talking -- at the age of 4 weeks! And it's not just
the occasional word: George has a large vocabulary and plenty to say. From master
storyteller Dick King-Smith, this is the hilarious story of a family turned upside-down by
an unusually gifted (and demanding) infant.

Flat Stanley series

Jeff Brown

Stanley is just a normal healthy boy, but since a large notice-board fell on him, he’s
been only half an inch thick.

The Great Escape

Jeremy Strong

Nicholas's granny is in love with the elderly Hell's Angel from next door. Everyone
thinks it's great - except for Nicholas's dad. He does everything he can to stop the
romance, but Granny has a few tricks - and a few getaway vehicles - up her sleeve.

Horrid Henry series including

Francesca Simon

“Horrid Henry”, “Horrid Henry’s Secret Club”, “Horrid Henry and the Tooth Fairy” and
others.

Dilly the Dinosaur series

Tony Bradman

These four stories introduce Dilly, the world’s naughtiest dinosaur. First, he decides to
hate water and vows never to wash again, lets loose his ear-splitting super-scream
which makes his father have a disaster with his sister's birthday cake, gets very
confused one day, waiting for it to rain cats and dogs, and finally makes his own very
characteristic contribution to the family's house-painting day!

The Magic Finger

Roald Dahl

The story of a little girl with magical powers. When someone makes her angry she zaps
a punishment on them with her magic flashing finger!
The Giraffe and the Pelly and Me

Roald Dahl

The giraffe, the pelican and the agile monkey set out to prove that they are the best
window-cleaning company around.

The Enormous Crocodile

Roald Dahl

The Enormous Crocodile is a horrid greedy grumptious brute who loves to guzzle up
little boys and girls. But the other animals have had enough of his cunning tricks, so
they scheme to get the better of this foul fiend, once and for all!
The Owl Who was Afraid of the Dark

Dick King-Smith

The story is about a young barn owl called Plop. Each chapter is a satisfying tale in
which Plop learns something new about the dark each night: dark is exciting, dark is
kind, dark is fun, dark is necessary, dark is fascinating, dark is wonderful ... and dark is
beautiful. Plop isn't convinced immediately, but by the seventh night he's looking at the
dark through new eyes!

The Magic Hare

Lynne Reid Banks

12 short stories of a joyful, dancing, magical hare. He takes everyone by surprise kings, queens, witches, giants, even a vampire, and he scampers round the world
making the haughty humble, giving vampires false teeth, curing hiccups and even
walking on the moon in a spacesuit.

Cool!

Michael Morpurgo

Michael Morpurgo's inspiring new story of Robbie, a boy in a coma -- victim of a car
accident. Locked inside his own head, able to hear but not move or speak, Robbie tries
to keep himself from slipping ever deeper into unconsciousness.

Never Kiss Frogs

Robert Leeson

Gail and her mum take in lodgers to make ends meet. If Gail could just kiss a frog who
happened to be a rich prince in disguise, their troubles would be over. One day, Gail
finds her enchanted frog, and Prince Rupert appears, but he isn't rich.

The Dinosaur Diary

Julia Donaldson

Surviving and finding a safe place to lay her eggs is difficult for Hypsilophodon with
dinosaurs like Tyrannosaurus Rex around. When she falls into a mysterious pool and
finds herself on a modern farm there are still problems.

One Nil

Tony Bradman

Dave Brown thinks up a clever plan so that he can see the England squad train at his
local football ground - instead of going to school.

Notso Hotso

Anne Fine

It's a dog's life for Anthony. Not only is he lacking the respect he deserves from the
neighbourhood dogs and cats, but suddenly all he can do is scratch, scratch, scratch.
And now bits of him are dropping off - yeuch! Just when Anthony thinks things can't get
any worse, he finds himself on the vet's table. What she has in mind is about to
destroy the tiny shred of street cred he has left...

